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Winnipeg, MB  R3J 0C9
Treaty 1 Territory

MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

8:00am-8:30am

10:25am-10:55am

11:00am-11:45am

10:15am-10:25am

9:45am-10:15am

9:15am-9:45am

8:30am-9:15am

Registration, Coffee & Refreshments

Land Acknowledgement and Welcome Remarks

Post-Pandemic Migration to Canada-What Does the
Future Hold?-Dr. Lori Wilkinson

LIPs and the Development of Welcoming and Inclusive
Communities-LIPS National Secretariat Doug Olthof 

Break/Stretch

City of Winnipeg Newcomer Welcome and Inclusion
Policy-Noelle DePape, Gololcha Boru, Hafiz Jatto

Networking and Facilitated Conversation on Effective
Collaboration-Immigration Partnership Winnipeg

11:50am-12:30pm

Indigenous and Newcomer Relations Panel-
Clayton Sandy, Michael Redhead Champagne,
Adrianne Breyfogle

12:30am-1:30pm Lunch Break - Served in Royal A Banquet Room

Conference Wifi Password: Network ViscountGort Guest. Password Viscount11



2:30pm-2:40pm    

Newcomer Collaborative Community Mental Health
Service: Success, Challenges & Lessons Learned.
Heather Robertson (Aurora Family Therapy Centre),
Adey Mohamed (AFTC), Hani Ataan Al-Ubeady (WRHA)

Lessons Learned and Promising Practices in
Coordinated Responses to Welcome
Newcomers: Ukraine Response and ZONE Model.
Emily Halldorson (MANSO), Abigail Legaspi
(Immigrant Centre), Roselyn Advincula (Immigrant
Centre)

MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

2:40pm-3:40pm

1:30pm-2:30pm

Holistic and Multifaceted Support for Newcomer
Students to Achieve Better Education Outcomes. 
 Kathleen Vryauen (NEC/IPW), René Mateso (NEEDS
Inc), Michael Roberts (Manitoba School Improvement
Program - The Peaceful Village)

Sharing Strategic Frameworks to Enhance the
Settlement and Integration of Newcomers: The
Path Forward, Anti-Racism Framework (MANSO)
and IPW Winnipeg Settlement Strategy. Seid
Ahmed Oumer (MANSO) and Nina Condo (Nina
Condo Consulting)

Precarious Immigration Status During the
COVID-19 Pandemic & Beyond. Karen Hamilton
(Occupational Health Centre) and Diwa Marcelino
(Migrante Manitoba)

Perspectives on Healthy, Safe and Violence-
Free Relationships Through an Ethno-Cultural
Lens. Piper Larsen (ECCM) and Beatrice Mandu
(ECCM)
Case Management Support: A Holistic
Settlement Approach for Newcomers with
Complex Needs. Subas Dahal, Edie Martinez,
Sara Micheal (Family Dynamics)

The Importance of Applying an Intersectional and
Holistic Approach in Support of Vulnerable
Newcomers. Showcasing Two Best Practices: 

Cross-Collaborative Approaches to Create
Accessible and Equitable Newcomer Employment
Outcomes. Sanjana Vijayann (The Winnipeg
Chamber of Commerce), Monika Feist (Success Skills
Centre), Bradley West (City of Winnipeg)

Addressing Poverty Through Credential
Recognition. Farahnaz Afaq and Jeff Patteson (SEED
Winnipeg Inc)

3:40pm- 4:10pm Closing Remarks:
Hon. Jon Reyes, Minister of Advanced Education, Skills and Immigration.
Reuben Garang-Director, Immigration Partnership Winnipeg

Breakout Sessions 

HANOVER ROOM GOVERNOR'S ROOM

YORK ROOM

WINDSOR ROOM

HANOVER ROOM GOVERNOR'S ROOM

YORK ROOM
WINDSOR ROOM

Break - Served in Royal B/C Banquet Room

https://aurorafamilytherapy.com/


Welcome - Reuben Garang, Director, Immigration Partnership Winnipeg
Welcome Prayer - Elder Clayton Sandy
Treaty Relations Commission of Manitoba - Loretta Ross (Treaty Relations Commissioner)
IRCC Greetings - Renée Barnabé (Acting Manager for Language and Small Centres teams                
for Settlement Network’s PNT Region)
City of Winnipeg - Mayor Scott Gillingham Written Greetings

Political discourse and media attention to the parliamentary approved immigration levels for
2023-2025 has increased both positive and negative discussion in Canada. But what do these
numbers mean? Will this level of migration bring great changes to the Canadian society and
economy? How will Service Provider Organizations (SPO) and other service providers adapt to
these increases? This presentation explores some recent trends in migration to Canada,
discusses some projections, and offers some suggestions for future consideration.

MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

Post-Pandemic Migration to Canada-What Does the Future Hold? 
Dr. Lori Wilkinson

Land Acknowledgement, Welcome Remarks

MAIN ROOM @ 8:30AM

MAIN ROOM @ 9:15AM

LIPs and the Development of Welcoming and Inclusive Communities
Doug Olthof 

MAIN ROOM @ 9:45AM

For over a decade, Local Immigration Partnerships (LIPs) have played an important role in
fostering welcoming and inclusive communities across Canada. The Local Immigration
Partnership Program engages both “traditional” and “non-traditional” settlement partners in a
collaborative process that aims to help newcomers and newcomer-receiving communities thrive
together. Doug Olthof, Co-Lead of the National LIP Secretariat Project, will discuss the goals
that animate the LIP program, highlight the challenges that face LIPs as they engage in the work
and suggest how collaboration – both local and between LIPs at the national and regional levels
– can help overcome these challenges.

*Simultaneous French Interpretation will be provided in the Main Room until Lunch*



MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

City of Winnipeg-Newcomer Welcome and Inclusion Policy & Strategic Framework
Noelle DePape, Gololcha Boru, Hafiz Jatto

MAIN ROOM @ 10:25AM

The City of Winnipeg has been taking steps on their journey of inclusion and reconciliation,
with the ultimate goal of becoming a Human Rights City. One key policy that has been
instrumental in furthering the City’s Equity, Diversity and Inclusion work is the Newcomer
Welcome & Inclusion Policy & Strategic Framework. This panel will feature staff from the
Community Services Department who are leading the City’s Newcomer work for the Public
Service. The group will share highlights, successes, lessons learned and possibilities to
further deepen the principles and practices of newcomer welcoming, inclusion and
integration in the City’s fabric.

Indigenous and Newcomer Relations Panel
Clayton Sandy, Michael Redhead Champagne, Adrianne Breyfogle

MAIN ROOM @ 11:00AM

The settlement sector has a responsibility to uphold when it comes to truth and
reconciliation, which includes providing education about Indigenous peoples and finds
ways to build positive relationships between newcomer and Indigenous communities.
During this session you will hear about some of the work that IPW has being doing as part of
this responsibility, as well as learn about what you as an individual or your organization can
do to be a part of truth and reconciliation.

Networking - Facilitated Conversation on Effective Collaboration 
Facilitated by Immigration Partnership Winnipeg

MAIN ROOM @ 11:50AM

How can we best collaborate with each other, beyond our
organizational mandates?

What does successful Collaboration look like to you? 

How can IPW support further collaboration in Winnipeg?

*Scan the QR Code to enter your answers!

*Simultaneous French Interpretation will be provided in the Main Room until Lunch*



During this Session you will be able to learn about The Path Forward : Given the way in
which systemic racism has normalized racial inequality, there is an ongoing need to
build understanding and awareness around what systemic racism is and how it
operates within the newcomer settlement service providers and larger society. Recently
the MANSO Antiracism Committee developed Antiracism Framework, which is a tool to
support MANSO Member Agencies in collective learning, planning, and action to
address systemic racism within their organizations, the sector, and beyond. While this
framework invites collaborative work among MANSO Member Agencies, it also offers
guidance for individual Settlement Service Providers (SPOs). Presenters will share their
initiatives and their strategies that focuses on collective, sector-wide commitment,
reducing the possibility of performative action while encouraging deep learning,
collaboration and meaningful action in promoting anti-racism within the settlement
sector.

In addition, Nina Condo will present about IPW’s Winnipeg Settlement Strategy, which
was recently launched on November 2022.This settlement strategy was developed in
consultation with the following: Ethnocultural communities, youth, women, community
leaders and settlement agencies, service providers from across different sectors, and
IPW’s sector tables, council, and coalitions. IPW commissioned Nina Condo Consulting
(NC Consulting) to assess experiences and document the barriers to integration and
settlement of immigrants and refugees.  NC Consulting reviewed Canadian immigration
data and analyzed challenges faced by immigrants and refugees with a Winnipeg
focused lens. They also consulted with the settlement sector, IPW and other
stakeholders to identify any challenges and needed strategic planning priority areas.
The findings outlined in this report aim to guide the settlement sector, IPW, policy
makers and other relevant partners in improving the settlement and integration process
for all immigrants and refugees coming to Winnipeg.

MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

Sharing Strategic Frameworks to Enhance the Settlement and Integration of
Newcomers: The Path Forward, Anti-Racism Framework (MANSO) and IPW
Winnipeg Settlement Strategy
Seid Ahmed Oumer (MANSO) and Nina Condo (Nina Condo Consulting)

YORK ROOM @ 1:30PM



MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

Newcomer Collaborative Community Mental Health Service: Success, Challenges
& Lessons Learned
Heather Robertson (Aurora Family Therapy Centre), Adey Mohamed (AFTC), Hani Ataan
Al-Ubeady (WRHA)

In the Spring of 2018, VIRGO Planning and Evaluation Consultants provided the Minister of
Mental Health and Community Wellness with a report, entitled Improving Access and
Coordination of Mental Health and Addictions Services: A Provincial Strategy for all
Manitobans. Acting on the recommendations of this report, the government of Manitoba
rolled out funding to a number of programs that provide mental health and addictions
services to communities.  

The Newcomer Collaborative Community Mental Health Service was launched in April 2020
as one of these programs to meet the needs of newcomers to Manitoba by improving
access to existing mental health services, decreasing issues related to inequity within the
health system and providing trauma-informed and culturally appropriate supports. The
project utilizes existing relationships with various ethno-cultural communities and
partnerships within the formal mental health system and settlement sector to provide
comprehensive mental health support including long-term therapy for children, youth, adults
and families, access to psychology and psychiatry services, case management and system
navigation. This presentation will provide additional information on the services offered
through this project is addition to some of the success, challenges and lessons learned to
date

GOVERNOR'S ROOM @ 1:30PM

Precarious Immigration Status During the COVID-19 Pandemic & Beyond
Karen Hamilton (Occupational Health Centre) and Diwa Marcelino (Migrante Manitoba)

HANOVER ROOM @ 1:30PM

This panel will share experiences of people with precarious immigration status in
Manitoba during the pandemic and provide an overview of local advocacy campaigns
to achieve structural change.



Perspectives on Healthy, Safe and Violence-Free Relationships Through an
Ethno-Cultural Lens

Case Management Support: A Holistic Settlement Approach for Newcomers
with Complex Needs

The Importance of Applying an Intersectional and Holistic Approach in Support
of Vulnerable Newcomers. Showcasing Two Best Practices: 

       Piper Larsen (ECCM) and Beatrice Mandu (ECCM)

       Subas Dahal, Edie Martinez, Sara Micheal (Family Dynamics)

During this Panel presentation, you will be able to hear from two organizations that are
having a unique approach to support newcomer groups with complex needs and in unique
intersecting experiences. The Ethnocultural Council of Manitoba, an organization that
strives to empower, inspire, mobilize and support ethnocultural communities in Manitoba. 
 Will be able to present on their experiences and finding of their Healthy, Safe and
Violence Free Relationship Project. In this project, ECCM is facilitating conversations with
ethnocultural community members on the topic of creating healthy, safe and violence-
free relationships with a focus on intimate partner violence. This session will explore
themes that have arisen through a variety of ethnocultural community consultations with
women, men, youth and 2SLGBTQIA+ communities.

Then the conversation will shift towards the vast experience of the Family Dynamics Team
in providing support to Newcomers with Complex Needs- Their Case management
framework is a research proven community based model of support with vulnerable
populations. Family Supports for Newcomers Program at Family Dynamics found this
model to be very effective in providing wraparound services to newcomers who have
multiple barriers and complex needs who require one-on-one support and regular
guidance for their successful settlement and integration to Canada. Through this model,
we provide different tools and resources both internal and external to the agency to help
break their barriers to facilitate their independence.

MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

WINDSOR ROOM @ 1:30PM



Lessons Learned and Promising Practices in Coordinated Responses to Welcome
Newcomers: Ukraine Response and ZONE Model
Emily Halldorson (MANSO), Abigail Legaspi (Immigrant Centre), Roselyn Advincula
(Immigrant Centre)

This interactive session will delve into some of the challenges and successes of coordinated
responses to welcome newcomers, using the Manitoba Ukraine Response and Winnipeg
ZONE Model as starting points for our discussion. Presenters will share the highlights of these
two responses, while engaging the audience in a discussion about what works well, what
doesn’t, and what we can learn from these initiatives, when welcoming future newcomers to
Winnipeg, and Manitoba. 

The Manitoba Ukraine Response is a unique approach to coordinating and problem solving
while building connections and partnerships within multiple sectors, to support Ukrainian
newcomers settling in Manitoba. The Winnipeg ZONE Model is a coordinated response to
welcome and integrate newcomers in Winnipeg, in a centralized manner and taking into
account the unique context of each neighbourhood and organization in the Winnipeg
newcomer serving sector. At the heart of both of these models is a focus on relationship
building, problem solving, and flexibility, to adapt to the needs of all newcomers.

During this session, there will be facilitated conversation and we invite you to come prepared
to share the insights you or your organization may have into this topic, with a specific focus
on collaborative efforts and coordinated responses to welcome newcomers to our city and
province.

MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

WINDSOR ROOM @ 2:40PM

Addressing Poverty Through Credential Recognition
Farahnaz Afaq and Jeff Patteson (SEED Winnipeg Inc)

Lack of recognition of foreign credentials results in the unemployment and
underemployment of many skilled immigrants. Through a unique partnership with
Assiniboine Credit Union, SEED Winnipeg has developed a successful credential
recognition program for skilled immigrants wishing to work in their fields of expertise or
alternative career in Manitoba. The Recognition Counts program provides financial
coaching, access to loans and career planning supports. Presenters will provide an
overview of the program design, challenges and achievements. 

GOVERNOR'S ROOM @ 2:40PM



Holistic and Multifaceted Support for Newcomer Students to Achieve Better
Education Outcomes
Kathleen Vryauen (NEC/IPW), René Mateso (NEEDS Inc), Michael Roberts (Manitoba
School Improvement Program - The Peaceful Village)

During this unique panel presentation, you will be able to learn about the Holistic
Approaches for Supporting Newcomer Youth: Lessons from The Peaceful Village, a
presentation that will look at strategies that the Peaceful Village after-school program uses
to support newcomer students.

In addition, The Newcomer Education Coalition has been working with different levels of
government, community and settlement organizations to create inclusive educational
pathways for Newcomer, Immigrant and Refugee students in the Manitoba K-12 education
system. Drawing on their past research and policy development, this session will explore the
ways in which NEC has been able to successfully invoke system change and program
development, both through a metro and small center lens. 

Finally, the last presentation will cover NEEDS Inc. approach to coordinating the Settlement
Workers In Schools (SWIS) program, as well as highlights from some of their youth
employment programs and the connection to schools. The SWIS program provides services
and supports to newcomer children and youth in several school divisions across Winnipeg.
Its success is based on strong collaborative ties with schools and school divisions, ensuring
that students and families with settlement needs are met with appropriate services and
supports. This may include an introduction to employment programs that can assist
newcomer youth to adapt to the Canadian workforce and employment opportunities.

MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

HANOVER ROOM @ 2:40PM

Cross-Collaborative Approaches to Create Accessible and Equitable Newcomer
Employment Outcomes
Sanjana Vijayann (The Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce), Monika Feist (Success Skills
Centre), Bradley West (City of Winnipeg)

This Panel presentation will be discussing accessible and equitable hiring while featuring:
The Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce’s Newcomer Employment Hub, a key partner of the
Hub Success Skills Centre will talk about their involvement with the Hub and their work in
terms of supporting newcomers to access meaningful employment opportunities. In
addition, The City of Winnipeg and The Chamber of Commerce will present on their
equitable hiring practices and efforts focus on diversifying the workforce. Overall, the
presentation will address creative solutions to creating and maintaining workplaces that
can be welcoming, inclusive and diverse workplaces.

YORK ROOM @ 2:40PM



MOVING BEYOND MANDATES:
COLLABORATING, COORDINATING,
AND SHARING IDEAS 

THANK  YOU  TO  OUR  FUNDER

AND  TO  OUR  SPONSOR


